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Binary supermassive BHs

 Late stage (before merger of the BHs) of the merger of two galaxies.

 A few (< 20) have been already identified. Many more candidates.

 Closest known binary separation ~ 7 pc (Rodriguez et al. 2006); several sub-pc 

separation candidates (e.g. Tsalmantza et al. 2011, Eracleous et al. 2012).

 Interest: merger of two SMBHs is a source of gravitational waves.
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Binary supermassive BHs



Circumbinary accretion disks

 Results from planetary migration

Type I migration

Movie by Hanno Rein, snapshot P. Armitage



Circumbinary accretion disks

 Results from planetary migration

Type II migration

• Disk-dominated
• Secondary-dominated

Movie by Hanno Rein, snapshot P. Armitage



Circumbinary accretion disks
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Circumbinary SMBH accretion disks

Kocsis, Haiman & Loeb (2012)



Circumbinary SMBH accretion disks
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Circumbinary SMBH accretion disks
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Disk temperature profiles

near exterior zone

M =	107 Msuna =	0.99q =	ms/M =	5.5x10-3rs =	18000	RgravrH =	2200	RgravdM/dt =	0.1	(dM/dt)Edd



Disk emission spectrum

M =	107 Msuna =	0.99q =	ms/M =	5.5x10-3rs =	18000	RgravrH =	2200	RgravdM/dt =	0.1	(dM/dt)Edd
See also, e.g., Gültekin & Miller (2012)



Any signature in the jet’s SED?

We have studied the inverse Compton interaction of photons from the disk with a 

population of non-thermal electrons in the jet (external inverse Compton, EC).

o The disk photon field is anisotropic as seen from the jet frame.
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Disk emission spectrum

 Conditions for «overflowing regime»

the «gap» or «ring» becomes narrower as M increases
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Jet model
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• Adiabatic losses

• Relativistic Bremsstrahlung

• Synchrotron radiation

• Inverse Compton

 Energy losses

o Disk photons (EIC)

o Synchrotron photons (SSC)
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SEDs

M =	107 MSunq =	ms/M =	5.5x10-3rs =	18000	Rgrav
θjet =	5°
Γjet =	20zacc ~	670	RgravB(zacc)	~	4x10-2 G



SEDs

M =	107 MSunq =	ms/M =	5.5x10-3rs =	18000	Rgrav
θjet =	5°
Γjet =	20zacc ~	67	RgravB(zacc)	~	2	G



SEDs

M =	107 MSunq =	ms/M =	5.5x10-3rs =	18000	Rgrav
θjet =	5°
Γjet =	20zacc ~	67	RgravB(zacc)	~	2	G



SEDs

M =	108 MSunq =	ms/M =	2.4x10-3rs =	1500	Rgrav
θjet =	5°
Γjet =	20zacc ~	67	RgravB(zacc)	~	0.1	G



SEDs

M =	108 MSunq =	ms/M =	2.4x10-3rs =	1500	Rgrav
θjet =	5°
Γjet =	20zacc ~	67	RgravB(zacc)	~	1.3	G



SEDs

M =	107 MSunq =	ms/M =	5.5x10-3rs =	18000	Rgrav
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(instead of) Conclusions

 No clear signatures revealing the presence of the secondary in the EC spectrum of the jet 

of the primary SMBH.

 Two more things to try:

1. Misaligned jet

2. Intermediate-mass primary (103-104 MSun) î wider «gap» expected


